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Abstract

Why is Impedance Coupon
Layout so Complicated?

It is critical to constrain and control characteristic

impedance on high-speed printed circuit boards.

However, in most cases, space constraints do not

allow for impedance test coupons to be placed on

the actual part. This creates the need for external

coupons to be placed on the panel, resulting in the

consumption of production panel real estate and

increased cost.

Placing impedance coupons across the panel, and

not on the part, presents the manufacturer's

engineer with a variety of coupon design challenges:

A manual, time-consuming layout process that

can take anything from minutes to hours to

complete.

An error-prone layout process, subject to design

ru le and s igna l integr i ty v io lat ions, (as

engineers often try to make the design as

compact as possible,) signif icantly increasing

the challenge of manual layout.

Requires expert work to make the coupons really

eff icient not only by packing more lines into the

same impedance coupon, but by ensuring that

they do not interfere with one another and do

not add to the tooling cost.

This article describes a software solution that

handles the above mentioned challenges to help

front end departments in the PCB shop shorten the

job editing cycle and optimize the quality of

impedance coupon design.

Impedance coupon layout would be a very simple

task if there were just one impedance line per

coupon. This, however, is a very costly approach

that reduces the amount of deliverable parts on the

p roduc t i on pane l , t he r eby i n c r ea s i ng the

production cost per unit.
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In order to create more compact coupon designs,

where several impedance lines are placed on the

same coupon, one needs to consider design rules

and signal integrity factors so that product testing

results in a clear signal.

There are many layout details to consider. Several

of these are listed below:

Not all impedance lines can be placed on the

same coupon. Deciding which lines can share

the same coupon is a complicated task that

requires a true understanding of how signals

work, and is therefore subject to frequent errors.

Due to material properties and manufacturing

issues, the line width required by the design is

not exactly the same line width expected to be

measured in production. However, this is the

line that needs to be laid out on the coupon. The

same complexity occurs with differential spacing

that changes if differential line width is changed.

A really compact design can be achieved by

placing a few lines in a channel formed by each

line of pads. And if coupon size is shorter than

the required line length, the layout of the lines

curves.

Connectivity between layers is critical. Every

line must be grounded through a drill to one of

the adjacent ground layers. Manual coupon

layout may require a very careful process to

avoid connecting to the wrong ground layer or

failing to connect some lines at all.

Labelling Placing text in the right location with

the right information, text size and orientation is

another challenge that if done manually, may be

time-consuming and become a major source of

errors.

Automatic Impedance Coupon Generation software

should include the following major attributes in

order to become a real solution to the challenges

listed above:

matching

commonly used impedance-testing probes in the

PCB industry.
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Automatically group impedance lines

Compact Layout

Automatic labelling

Sub-assembly testing

Flexible shielding capabilities

Integration with the most popular stackup

design, engineering and CAM systems.

to reduce

the amount of coupons and minimize the coupon

footprint on the panel.

to minimize the coupon

footprint on the panel while still maintaining all

design, manufacturing and signal integrity rules.

Coupon sizes may be determined by the

remaining space on the panel, so that long

impedance lines are packed into a relatively

short coupon. The software should be able to

handle these scenarios.

- To provide clear readings

on the coupon during testing.

- To design impedance

coupons that can be tested at earlier production

s tages in order to reduce the cos t o f

malfunctioning boards as early as possible. This

advanced capability requires an understanding

o f t h e P C B b u i l d u p a s w e l l a s t h e

sub-assembly structure of the board.

Impedance coupons should be automatical ly

des igned for h igh y ie ld and cost-e f fec t ive

manufacturing. Coupons should

m e e t a l l d e s i g n a n d

manufacturing rules and should

use the same tooling cycles and

tooling sets already in use for

manufacturing the deliverable

part.

- The software should allow

users to conf igure a variety of

s h i e l d i n g p a t t e r n s i n

impedan c e coupon t ra c e

layers, including solid, dots

and guard trace patterns.

This

information is essential for determining the

interconnect iv i ty between coupon layers.

Integration with CAM will enable the seamless

transfer of impedance coupon data to the CAM

system to ensure the coupons are successfully

added to the production panel. Integration with

engineering systems is also crucial, since in

many cases, shop floor documentation requires
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a graphical description of the impedance coupon.

In the top class of engineering systems available

today, there are also robust panel design tools

tha t take impedance coupon s i zes and

quantities into consideration in their panel

layout optimization program - thus ensuring

better utilization of the panel area.

Conclusion
Impedance coupon design is a time-consuming

preproduction challenge that requires expert

understanding of impedance modelling, signal

integrity and manufacturing processes.

Au t oma t i c , i n t eg ra t ed Impedance Coupon

Generation software may be considered as a

solution to the challenges described above, and

delivers the following benef its:

Reduces CAM and Engineering cycle time.

Generates coupons that meet all DRC, signal

integrity and testability requirements.

Designs coupons for impedance testing in the

early production stages.

Minimizes the coupon footprint on the panel

leaving more space for sold footage.

Transforms coupon design from an expert task

to a standard operation.
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